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Acquisition: an index is an excerpt from a book-length essay, Reservoir, which tells the story of Arthur Lee and Lillian Mae Gibson, two people displaced by the building and arbitration of Milford Lake in Kansas (the largest man-made body of water in the state). A cross between lyric-essay and micro-history, Reservoir embodies the rubble of this forgotten past through analogous textual structures, such as footnotes containing salient literary quotations, lists of debris in the area and short lyric collages made from a cut-up version of the manuscript. Piecing narrative together from newspaper articles, an archaeological report and a box of documents belonging to Arthur and Lillian Gibson, Reservoir traces parallels between physical, textual and grammatical sites of accrual: box, house, reservoir, archive, history, literature, person, pronoun and footnote. Seeking a means of writing that will also undergo the slippage it describes, Reservoir finds that in language, fractured at the level of sentences, paragraphs and/or page, which is fragile enough to approach an account of loss. Beginning with the arrival of a box of documents, Acquisition: an index examines the process of taking possession in both an archival and more general sense.
ACQUISITION

At the end of telling this begins. Cut apart, one by one, its words begin again. Unwilling to end, they circle back. Reconfigure. Tell upon tell rendering further.

PROVENANCE

All at once. Only a partial view. Each retina presented with splinters of letters cut from opaque cards. Holes which, when overlaid, would look like a word.

One letter at a time is the fullest extent to which the duplexity recedes. A binocular action between retinas.¹ Active, yet never resulting in complete integration.

By one standard this could be understood as a failure. The evidence of a limit relieves me. The presence of fracture impeding a word.

Foregrounded. Evidencing “binocular rivalry.” Several successive integrations occur. Who can say when this is over?

INVENTORY

A small box arrives, filled. An armful, 500 cubic inches, a small box of what’s left. Stacked inside lies a miscellany: receipts, contracts, pay stubs, tax documents, a recipe box, the *Woman’s Home Companion Cook Book* (1943 edition), several letters, two blank postcards, some photographs and two envelopes of negatives. A collection of remnants in which remittance gets mixed in with photograph. Telling of necessity. Loose sheets and carbon copies, opened envelopes and canceled postage. What was kept when so much got left behind. Its weight. What its weight has been stacked upon. All this arrives in a small, tightly taped box.

Tape of the box cut, its contents expands. The smell of yellowing paper rises, heavy, still hot from the sun.
Marvelous Sweet Pickles

1 gal. of medium cucumbers
1 gal. water
1 cup pickling salt
1 tbsp. alum
1 tbsp. ginger
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. sugar
5 1/2 c. vinegar
2 1/2 c. water
1 tsp. celery seed
1/2 box pickled spice

Alum water from cucumbers. Place in a kettle and add 1 gal. water + 1 tbsp. ginger. Boil for 10 min. While pickles are boiling, make a syrup of remaining ingredients. Put spices in a bag. Cook to clear. Drain ginger water from cucumbers + pour the syrup on - continue boiling until they are transparent. Seal in jars.
Recipes, postcards and photographs held onto. A sequence of expenditures pointing back to movement. Persons. Instants compressed into a series of numbers, transactions, snapshots. They indicate. Track.

Snippets pointing towards hands, actions, movements. Expenditure becomes a receipt. Letters cross a distance, span delay, change hands. A person. Present, the light in such an instant, taking, a photograph. Packed in a box taped closed.
Laid upon paper, held up to the light, figures and forms glow within some of the negatives. There are so many people I don’t recognize. There’s so much I don’t know and don’t know how to decipher. I’m captivated by the sense of loss. By the evidence of fade. By the hint of form glowing in an otherwise blackened image. Traces of shoulders and cheeks. By the shadows holding a camera, protruding in from the edge of some of the frames. The way a photograph allows someone to make a mark in time. Their body displacing light. Their, there, they’re. Mark recorded. Film. Light. To hold onto. Reaching
back. The way some positioned themselves before the camera as if to be entirely documented in this moment at this place.

So much may and does come between. Damage
etched across and through leaves behind jagged edges and gouged surfaces. Shots are frequently overexposed.

Film's sensitivity-threshold exceeded, faces and forms disappear into the blackened frames. Flatten back into nothing. Aperture compounded by the intensity of illumination in time. Sometimes having seeped beyond the edge of the frame. Film increasingly opaque. What all this means for the persons pictured. Figures. Literal shadows: the inverse of light displaced by form. Persons, places, moments cast upon film eroded to flatness by sun, a shutter held open too long, an aperture opened too wide. Not knowing it until it's too late.


SORTING

One or several scraps at a time, each stacked on top of the rest. Shuffled through again as recourse. No more than the proximity of material, haphazard at best. A staggered figuration. And yet I, this, an intersection is garnered. To trace it, to follow it here and record all this.

As a verb, the word “trace,” refers to an act of extension outwards from oneself into the past or the future. The instrument of such extension may be one’s body, mind and/or pen. From the Latin tractus (a drawing, dragging, trailing, crawling; a train, track, course; to proceed in a line, course, or track), to trace is not merely an attempt to copy, but a means of moving through and engaging closely with that which is distant or unfamiliar to oneself. It requires re-walking, doing again. It minimizes the distance at which one might hold struggle.

To endeavor doing as they have done, thinking as they have thought. To mirror with myself. In some way. Become this. And the impossibility of ever really being able to do so. As an act of the mind, tracing involves efforts to discern or decipher. It projects the past into the present, each rendering marked; every account making anew. To proceed in a line, sentence upon sentence, not knowing.

---

2 Trace (v):

To pass along or over, tread; to travel over or through; to take one’s course, make one’s way, to proceed; to proceed in a line, course or track.

To follow the course, develop or history of; to make out and follow (with the eye or mind) the course or line of something; to make out (worn or obscure writing); to discern, decipher.

To mark, make marks upon; to draw an outline or figure of; also, to put down in writing, to pen; to copy (a drawing, plan, etc.) by following the lines of the original drawing on a transparent sheet placed upon it.

To make a plan, diagram, or chart of something existing or to be constructed; to mark out the course of something on, or by means of, a plan or map.

(Oxford English Dictionary)
[ ] stood where Milford Lake would stand. A reserve to the point of bursting.

They stood where Milford Lake would stand. A reserve to the point of bursting.

She stood where Milford Lake would stand a reserve to the point of bursting to the point of bursting a reserve which would stand where she stood.

He stood where Milford Lake would stand reserved to the point of bursting.

Their house stood where Milford Lake would stand a bursting reserve point to bursting.

To bursting it would stand a reserve where their house stood. Milford Lake to the point of bursting.

Bursting stood where she, he, they stood. A lake would stand. A Milford Lake would stand. Bursting where he, they, she stood. Where she, he, they stood, it would stand. A reserve. To point bursting. Milford Lake would reserve. It would stand. It would stand where [ ] stood.

A house, a person echoes. Shapes what takes place inside. Words collected and collecting.
Something waving between is and then.³

All my estate a sentence, a grammar, a house held ours. Is preserved—it marks our invention, possibility, hands. (An address. Picture a house in an address.) Reread in what tense? A house, a preference; a tradition, a raindrop can be heard. I begin again to begin again and go, spreading wide my narrow hands.
Circa 1963, a young girl criss-crossed her grandparents’ yard combing through blades of grass with a horseshoe magnet tied to a string. Her brother was with her, giant roofing nails snapping to his magnet. They’d peel the nails off, filling up coffee cans. That summer was spent dismantling porches all over town. I suspect neither the girl nor her brother saw the house lifted away from its foundation, though they gathered the nails from its porch.

Two magnets, dragged through the grass, collected the nails of the house. Later, she’ll remember the house for its swaths of mahogany and curving staircase, for the black walnut tree overhanging the driveway.

The structure “consists of four bedrooms upstairs, one bedroom, kitchen, living room, dining room, laundry closet, bath downstairs, butane floor furnace, full basement, a well and septic tank.” There is no known record of construction. No when, nor where, just a residue of patterned movements; its array coats and fills.

…glass and china, pots and pans, mixer, cookie jar, cast iron skillets, pillows, bedding, food grinders,


House.
This is a curtain it can also be a place for which there is a preference.
Consider a house.
In an address consider a house in an address.
A vocabulary is not an annoyance when they see lilies over roses.
A grammar has nothing to win her as foliage is priceless.
Consider.
House in a house.
A house held ours.
How has a house made a distinct impression.
Come with and when.
Leave grammar alone with feeling.
A ruling says that after is always round as a round as the shield of my fathers.
A rain drop can be heard.
Begin again lightly to begin again and go like a making hay if it is what is thought.


I dwell in Possibility –
A fairer House than Prose –
More numerous of Windows –
Superior – for Doors –
Of Chambers as the Cedars –
Impregnable of eye –
And for an everlasting
Roof
The Gambrels of the Sky –
Of Visitors – the fairest –
For Occupation – This –
The spreading wide my
narrow Hands
To gather Paradise –
granite roaster, canister sets, carved wood tea set, plant terrariums, black metal spiral plant stand, card table, TV tray set, three Model-T Ford picture prints, four suitcases, picnic basket, gun rack, banjo, five food-cooler chests, three metal lawn chairs, lots of fishing rods, poles, reels, dip nets, tackle boxes, minnow pails, eight-amp battery charger, automotive valve grinding and seating set, lots of good carpenter and garden tools, extension cords, a vise, sawhorses, block and tackle and other miscellaneous shop items...

Objects and signs of their wear situate. They structure a mnemonics of nothing-to-spare. Until their payments equaled its purchase price, Arthur Lee and Lillian Mae rented this house. It stood where Milford Lake would stand, a point of investment on the surface of the land. Days and years of circling and doing across its planes. It is built of this, though one might also deny that this is so. A foundation is pulled together by a becoming situation. The house is not the land, purchased out from under it, the two in a phase of contact. The bursting reaches me here, now, half a century after. I see the house, occupy the house. I am finding its edge. It follows me and expands. An intent dragged across a surface, tracing unto its trace. A doubling back at once into forward and shadow. Fall and enjoy it. —words collected and collecting—

A foundation lifted might become anything. Be set down any way. A residual shaped backwards of function. Displaced out of one’s body. Inside and outside curved in such a way as to be neither, here nor there. So as to present themselves as otherwise. House. Person. Reservoir. Man-made. Here.

---


All my estate or property all quotations from books “


OVER

should you want to return here— “preserved the ticket
— the very” — litany — reread (in what tense?)
“reread” — at/
present — Period. — “What is a sentence.”

“What is a sentence. They sent preserves.”

1) “To” 2, Epigraph) Gertrude Stein, “Sentences”

[ ] “isn’t a received tradition. It’s our invention.”
Future Of Milford Uncertain For Second Time In 30 Years

BYRON - For the second time in 30 years residents of Milford are searching for a solution to the flood problem. Last year, plans for a levee were submitted to the city council, but public opposition and lack of funds caused it to be dropped.

Milford is located in the midst of the Kansas River floodplain. The town has been plagued by flooding since its inception.

Northwest Road Projects

$11.2 Million Bids Opened At Norton

In total, the projects in Norton include improvements to Highway 156, Highway 157, and the intersection of Highway 157 and 157.

Gove County Gift Highway Brings Flock Of Problems

Gove County's gift to its residents, a new 14-mile highway, has proven to be a blessing and a curse. The new road has reduced travel time by half, but it has also caused traffic accidents and increased noise levels.

Saline Activity Is Slow Drillers Busy In North

Saline County drillers are hard at work exploring for oil in the area. The company is looking for new sources of revenue in the wake of the oil bust.


As if all history were a progress...A single thread of narrative...


The Brain, within its Groove
Runs evenly – and true –
But let a Splinter swerve –
’Twere easier for You –

To put a Current back –
When Floods have slit
the Hills – And scooped a Turnpike
for Themselves –
And (blotted out • shoved away •) trodden out the Mills –
Alida will be inundated with water. Will cease to exist.

Parts of Milford and Wakefield will be subsumed.

This will echo.¹

---


> It is an hour after they came.
> May be with them.
> No doubt may be with them.
> No doubt may be with them no doubt may be.
> May be with them may be. May be they may be.
> It is easy to hide a hope.
> Have meant.
> A little goes a long way.
> How many houses are there.
> There is a house near where there is a bridge. They were willing to be there.
> Hours out of it in adjoining them.
> It is why forty is not arithmetic with wonder.
> Any time that they go they stay. How are ours with lain for it.
> It is not that it has been inhabited.
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